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Saving energy...
gaining comfort
The new standard for sustainable heating: that’s what you’ll
get with a Low-H2O Energy Saver. These Jaga Energy Savers not
only benefit your energy bills but also the environment. They
reduce annual CO2 emissions per dwelling by almost 220 lbs,
thus contributing to achieving the Kyoto standard.
One thing these durable fin tube elements do not economise
on is comfort. On the contrary. The innovative Low-H2O fin tube
element with its low mass and super low water content heats
faster, in a more uniform and more precise manner. A building
which always has the ideal temperature and churns out fewer
emissions in all areas: that is a real sustainable building with
Low-H2O heat comfort.

1

Jaga’s Low-H2O technology is the result of more than 40 years of continuous research
in heating technology by Jaga R&D and partner universities. This resulted in the most
efficient and modern fin tube element, that complies with present and future building
codes and energy efficient technologies.
Buildings fitted with Low-H2O fin tube elements produce far lower CO2 emissions, while
less energy is consumed. This means less pollution and helps building designers and
constructors meet their carbon reduction obligations.
If all buildings were fitted with Low-H2O, the Kyoto*
standards would be much more achievable.
* The Kyoto Protocol is an international agreement linked to the United Nations Framework
Convention on Climate Change. The major feature of the Kyoto Protocol is that it sets
binding targets for 37 industrialized countries and the European community for reducing greenhouse gas (GHG) emissions .

Jaga Experience Lab:
A unique presentation room and warm laboratory. In 2
identical houses it is possible to test and compare all
climate systems.

Example Strada Low-H2O
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output:
6826 BTU (2000 watts)
water content: only 1/4 gallon (1 liter)
weight:
only 22 lbs (10 kg)
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Practical trials and scientific studies
prove significant energy savings.

5

The lower the inertia, the lower the energy consumption
As a result of improved insulation techniques, heating systems need
to supply less energy. It is easy to heat up a house, but difficult to
maintain it at a constant temperature. The less energy needed, the
more fragile the temperature balance becomes. This balance can be
quickly disturbed by external factors. Sunlight that suddenly enters
a house through double glazing provides more than 3400 BTU/hr
per 11 ft2 glass (1000 watts/m2). Cooking gives off 6800 BTU/hr
(2000 watts). Ironing, computers, hi-fi, washing machines, driers:
sometimes there is even too much heat.
Modern heating has to respond quickly and safely to all temperature
changes, allowing you to benefit from these extra heat sources without having to pay for it.

°F

The "inertia" is determined by the water content and weight
In order to respond quickly, the radiator mass has to be as low as possible. The lower the water content
and weight, the lower the inertia and the more controllable it becomes. That is why Low-H2O radiators are
the ideal basis for modern heating comfort.

1930
Water content
→
Weight (thermal mass) →
Reaction time
→

6.6 Gal (25 L)
176 lbs (80 kg)
very slow

1960
3.1 Gal (12 L)
88 lbs (60 kg)
very slow

1980
3.1 Gal (12 L)
66 lbs (50 kg)
slow

1995
0.26 Gal (1 L)
6.6 lbs (3 kg)
very fast

The "Portsmouth trial"
A trial was conducted by Portsmouth University in which two
identical blocks of houses with dual central heating systems
were studied for one year. On one day block A was heated with
Low-H2O elements, and block B with traditional radiators. On the
next day they switched over, the next day back again, and so on. This
trial provided a perfect practical comparison, eliminating the in-

fluence of weather conditions, architecture, and user habits. The
scientists found that an energy saving of 10% was achieved with
Low-H2O elements.
A low-H2O radiator immediately adapts to every temperature rise, allowing you to benefit from extra
heat sources without having to pay for it.

2
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The most powerful heat emitters,
ideal for low water temperatures
Jaga Low-H2O products are designed to work perfectly with condensing boilers, heat
pumps, solar energy and other low temperature systems. Energy consumption will decrease without economising on comfort. The low water temperature demands for powerfull heat emitters! Jaga Low-H2O fin tube elements are that powerfull, even in modest
dimensions.

100% corrosion free
copper, aluminum and brass

7

Compact Strength
Low-H2O radiators are much more efficient in comparison to traditional radiators. After detailed scientific research, the heat exchanger
has been designed to fully optimise the new boiler temperatures.
The increased contact area between copper and aluminum gives

optimum heat emission, even with water temperatures of only 95°F
(35°C). In addition, the Jaga Low-H2O radiators are available in a
powerful TWIN version that derives maximum power from minimum
dimensions.

55 Corregated aluminum fins per
foot for super heat-output at low
water temperatures

Larger air vent chamber
for improved air venting

Jaga Low-H2O
Corregated aluminum fins
for super heat-output at
low water temperatures.

Expansion collar
for silent operation

Up to 16 parallel copper
tubes for the best heat
emission

Brass collectors
for better water injection control
and flow system with lower water
resistance

With dirt-repellent and dust-proof
lacquer in graphite grey (RAL 7024)

As a comparison:
Traditional fintube element
designed for 190°F (90°C)

• larger fin distance
• smaller contact area
• smaller aluminum area

3
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Maximum Comfort
The low water content and better thermostatic operation ensures perfect regulation
and the greatest achievable heating comfort: the room temperature remains constant
at the desired level.
perfectly controlled room temperature
The door opens, cold enters the room. The
Low-H2O radiator immediately springs into action. Ten minutes later the sun shines through
the window, the room gets warm. The Low-H2O
radiator immediately switches of and the boiler
stops heating the water directly.
A traditional 6800 BTU/hr (2000 watts) radiator weighs around 88 lbs (40 kg) and absorbs
about 2000 BTU/hr (600 watts) of energy before it starts to emit heat at full power. This heat
cannot be stopped by the thermostat. If the sun
comes out, the temperature inside the house
becomes too high. This feels uncomfortable and
is a waste of heat. Each minute your radiator
continues emitting heat is a minute of energy
loss. Traditional radiators continue heating unnecessarily for at least 20 minutes.

Reaction time

��.�°F (��°C)
��.�°F (��°C)
Jaga
Low-H2O

��.�°F (��°C)

Traditional
Radiator

��°F (��°C)

��.�°F (��°C)
��°F (��°C)

The perfect partner for rADIANT heating
Jaga Low-H2O radiators react very fast and can
be easily controlled. By contrast, radiant heating reacts slowly. For ultimate heating comfort, radiant heating should be combined with
Low-H2O radiators. Furthermore, Low-H2O radiators make your system much more energy efficient.
Use your radiant floor heating system to maintain your minimum temperature of 64°F (18°c).
The Low-H2O element will bring your room to a
comfortable 68°F (20°C) when necessary, fast
and with minimal energy consumption. This
combination allows you to benefit from free energy such as the sun.
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healthy heating
Over the last few decades the technology used in the construction industry has changed dramatically. Our entire way of living
has changed. Cars, work are all heated. Nowadays it’s unacceptable to come home to a cold, damp house or to find draughts or
other cold radiation sources within the house. This was certainly
not the case in the past with uninsulated buildings and single
glazing. Nowadays there are very strict standards and regulations concerning the level of insulation in modern buildings.
These new regulations bring certain problems with it, things
such as the build up of moisture and mould due to bad air circulation. With Low-H2O radiators this problem is solved due to its
larger air distribution, at a lower air temperature. This provides
healthy and consistent warmth everywhere in the room. As a result of this better air circulation the entire room is at the same
temperature. Thus there is no risk of damp or mould formation.
This means that the classic problem of being too hot near the
radiator and too cold in the far corner is a thing of the past. With
this advanced heat dissipation the temperature distribution is
perfect!

Temperature distribution
TRADITIONAL RADIATOR

JAGA LOW-H2O
ELEMENTS

Safe Heating
Low-H2O radiators give off a healthy and safe warmth. As a result
they meet the highest safety standards. Their surface temperature does not increase above 109 °F (43°C). This means you can
never be burnt by the casing.

Causes of burns
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Prepare yourself for the future:
same size, 3 times the heating output
Standard Low-H2O emitters are the most powerful on the market, thus the best choice
for condensing boilers. But that’s not all! With optional DBE, these outputs can even
be tripled! Combined with DBE the same fin tube element emits 2 to 3 times more heat,
with no increase of size! This makes Low-H2O the best solution for heat pumps, solar
energy and all systems running wih extremely low water temperatures as low as 95°F
(35°C). DBE technology gives you the opportunity to make the best use of the full range
of new, environmentally friendly systems.
Example: Dimensions needed for heat output 2730 BTU/hr (800 Watts)
with 110°F (43°C) mean water temperature

30”

(76 cm)

Cast iron radiator

13.8”

(35 cm)

Strada DBE

Automatic 12 VDC
Touch button control

39.3”

(100 cm)

80”

(203 cm)

+
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Best of both worlds

Intelligent control

The advanced Low-H2O heat exchanger linked to revolutionary DBE
technology. Or, the best static heating system linked to a new intelligent dynamic engine. The DBE unit contains high-tech mini thermal
activators and is microprocessor controlled. This combination guarantees higher heating capacity, faster reaction times and a more economical operation.

DBE’s sensors constantly measure the temperature in the room and
that of the water in the radiator. And if the temperature falls below
the programmed lower limit? Then the microprocessor immediately
sends a signal to the DBE units, which then silently increase the heat
emission. With the desired temperature in sight the heat emission is
automatically reduced.

Extremely low noise level

Electrical power consumption:
less than a tv in standby

Say goodbye to the noisy fan coil units. DBE fans operate with a
sound level of 30Db. This means that you can't hear them.
Boost button
Led-indication
• Standby
•• Comfort
••• Boost

DBE is quick and efficient whilst being extremely economical. The
DBE’s brain works on 12 Volt DC. Even during maximum boost output electricity use is lower than a tv in standby mode, and this only
occurs for a few minutes such as when switching from night to day
mode, or during periods of extreme cold.

230 VAC/12 VDC power supply
DBE units

Control unit

To power supply

To DBE-unit
Microprocessor
Water temperature sensor (at the back)

PC-connection

Temperature adjustment

Room temperature sensor
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Why hydronic
heating ?

example

Everywhere in the world, hydronic heating
systems are choosen for best comfort and
for health reasons.
Advantages:
• easy to balance
• no space loss for ducts
• zero noise level
• safe for asmatic or allergic people
(less dust)
• no duct cleaning
• modern boilers have far better average
fuel efficiency than forced air systems
• no draft
• optional thermostatic valve for more
comfort and energy savings
• decentralised temperature control

Sani Ronda

Why jaga
low-H2O ?
• practical trials and scientific studies
prove significant energy savings
• the most powerful heat emitters, ideal
for low water temperatures
• maximum comfort
• perfectly controlled room temperature
• the perfect partner for radiant heating
• safe heating
• healthy heating
• prepare yourself for the future: same
size, 3 times the heating output with
DBE

Condensing boiler
or heat pump
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Strada

Iguana Circo Plus Wall

Comfort guaranteed
with or without
radiant heating system
Mini Canal
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Price-winning radiator design
• fixed and freestanding cabinets in more than 500
dimensions
• smart build-in solutions and floorducts
• time gaining connection sets
• 141 colors and finishes

awards

1

2
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3

4

7
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11
1 Henri van de Velde prize for ‘Best Company
tion Award > 3, 4 & 8 IF design awards for
for Best Performer > 6 Product Design Award
na > 9 Company of the Year finalist > 10 BEA

2003’ > 2 Golden Bridge Award 2002 - InnovaKnockonwood and Strada > 5 The Export Lion
for strada > 7 Product design award for Igua2003 > 11 Design Management Europe 2007

Knockonwood
warm power, noble wood

Strada
warm power, cutting-edge design
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Mini Canal
warm power, perfectly integrated

Tempo
warm power, basic style

Linea Plus
warm power, slim line

Mini
strikingly discreet

Maxi
warm power, extra strong

0109 - Jaga Inc.

